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Although  phonetics  is  usually  considered  as  a  tough  topic,  even  at  university  level,  many
phoneticians,  such  as  Mompean  (2005)  or  Celce-Murcia  (2010),  defend  its  use  in  the  English
classroom as it might bring several benefits. For instance, Mompean mentions that using phonetic
symbols may help the learners to discriminate sounds, to be more aware of L2 sound features or to
increase learners’ autonomy (2005:1).
This paper aims to research whether dealing with phonetic symbols benefits a 1st year
ESO British Council bilingual group. Concretely, I want to see whether dealing with the phonetic
symbols  /s/,  /z/  and /ʃ/  may help the students to discriminate and produce these phonemes and
stablish connections between graphemes and phonemes.
I  decided  to  carry  out  a  piece  of research  about  this  topic  because  phonetics  and
pronunciation in general has traditionally been a forgotten aspect in the Spanish English classrooms.
Although nowadays most teachers care about the pronunciation of their students, they rarely include
activities aimed to the improvement of their pronunciation. I wanted to see whether working with
phonetics,  concretely  with  specific  phonetic  symbols,  could  make  students  improve  their
pronunciation.
I chose the phonemes /s/, /z/ and /ʃ/ because of three main reasons. First, they tend to be
problematic  for  Spanish  native  students as the  repertoire  of  consonant  phonemes  in  Spanish
includes far fewer fricatives than in English. Secondly, two of these phonemes (/s/ and /z/) appear as
compulsory content in the current Aragonese curriculum for English as a First Language (2016:10-
11). Finally, I chose these phonemes because the symbols that represent two of them are equal or
similar to letters of the alphabet and, consequently, would be more familiar for young adolescents.
This  dissertation  is  organised  in  the  following  way.  First  of  all,  I  will  provide  a
theoretical review and a curricular framework on which this study presented is based. Then, I will
describe the research, proving information about its nature, the context in which it was carried out
and the participants. After that, I will comment on the results obtained in the research. Finally, I will
provide a conclusion, some implications and some ideas for further research.
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II. Theoretical review and curricular framework
In this section I will provide a general view of the Spanish and Aragonese Legislation in relation to
phonetics. In addition, I will comment on the main pronunciation problems that Spanish native
speakers of English have. Finally, I will provide steps and strategies that teachers of English may
use when dealing with phonetic symbols in the classroom. 
1. Pronunciation in the Spanish and Aragonese Legislation
1.1 The view of pronunciation in the past
Pronunciation  has  traditionally  been  a  forgotten  issue  in  Spanish  Education  Laws.  This  was
probably caused by the fact that traditional methodologies for foreign language teaching have been
present in the English classroom until not many years ago. Methodologies such as The Grammar
Translation Method focused on written language, neglecting the importance of oral discourse.
Although  several  more  modern  methodologies  that  give  prominence  to  both  oral
communication and pronunciation had been developed since the second half of the 20 th century, it
was not until the arrival of the LOE (2006) when a Spanish Education Law recognised, for the first
time, the importance of pronunciation in foreign language teaching. The Aragonese Curriculum
created after this law,  Orden de 9 de mayo de 2007, del Departamento de Educación, Cultura y
Deporte, por la que se aprueba el currículo de la Educación secundaria obligatoria y se autoriza
su  aplicación  en  los  centros  docentes  de  la  Comunidad  autónoma  de  Aragón, recognises  the
Phonological Competence as a part of the compulsory contents of the Morphosyntactic Competence
(2007:250-251). This document also states that “during the four years of ESO, it will be necessary
to pay attention to phonemes, sequences of phonemes, stress, rhythm and intonation, focusing on
the aspects that may entail  special  difficulties” (2007:251).  However,  in the section of specific
contents for each year of ESO there are no concrete compulsory contents. This may indicate that,
during the time when this  curriculum was effective,  teachers of English and other  first  foreign
languages  were  somehow  free  to  choose  the  pronunciation  aspects  that  they  considered  most
relevant to deal with in each year of ESO.
1.2 Pronunciation in the current Spanish and Aragonese Education Law
As  this  research  has  been  designed  and  developed  under  the  current  Spanish  and  Aragonese
legislation, I am going to comment on how the main documents address the issue of pronunciation
and phonetics: Real Decreto 1105/2014 (2015),  Apéndice II, primera lengua extranjera (inglés) de
la Orden ECD/489/2016 (2016) and The Integrated Curriculum for Secondary Education English
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Years 1 and 2 (2015), as the school where I developed this research was under the British Council
Bilingual Programme.
Real Decreto 1105/2014, de 26 de diciembre, por el que se establece el currículo básico
de la Educación Secundaria Obligatoria y del Bachillerato (2015) is the document that encourages
the  presence  of  phonetics in  the  first  foreign  language  classroom.  This  is  due  to  the  fact  that
“phonological, stress, intonation and rhythmic patterns” (2015:424) are part of the basic contents
for the 1st cycle of secondary education. However, these patterns only appear in general terms, they
are not specified at any page of the document.
Apéndice II, primera lengua extranjera (inglés) de la Orden ECD/489/2016, de 26 de
mayo (2016)  is  more  specific  with  regard  to  the  phonological,  stress,  intonation  and  rhythmic
patterns that have to be tackled during the secondary education period. Among the contents of the
1st and 2nd Block for  the 1st year  of  ESO the following ones can be found:  “identification and
pronunciation of the letters of the alphabet; recognition of sounds; identification and practice of
phonemes that may entail specially difficulty”, “recognition  and pronunciation of the sounds /s/, /z/
and /ɪz/ in word-final position; the ending -ed /d/, /t/, /ɪd/; the ending -ing”, “recognition  and use of
basic rhythmic and intonation patterns” and “identification of phonetic symbols” (2015:10-11).
In addition, the section entitled Methodological Guidance remarks the importance of
dealing with pronunciation issues in the English classroom (2016:5). In this section, the inclusion of
activities that may help students to improve their pronunciation is also recommended. For instance,
this document suggests the use of activities that imply the pronunciation of phonemes that may be
difficult for Spanish native speakers, or the discrimination of minimal pairs and the weak and strong
forms (2016:5).
Despite the importance given by Real Decreto 1105/2014 and Orden ECD/489/2016 to
phonetics and pronunciation, The Integrated Curriculum for Secondary Education English for Years
1 and 2 (2015) does not mention anything in relation to this issue. In addition, it does not include
any segmental feature as a compulsory content that should be dealt with in the English classroom.
This is quite surprising because there are several references to phonemes in the  Spanish/English
Primary Integrated Curriculum: Language and Literacy (2015), which is the equivalent document
for the Primary Stage. For instance, in year 5 it is said that the pupils should demonstrate that they
can  “apply the rule: when <c> comes before <e>, <i> or <y> the sound is usually soft (like the
sound “s”) e.g.  pencil in contrast to the more common hard <c> (like the sound “k”) e.g.  catch”
(2015:120); and in year 6 it is said that the pupils should demonstrate that they can “use the soft <c>
rule from Year 5 and apply a similar rule to the letter <g> which sounds hard in words like gate and
soft when <g> comes before <e>, <i> or <y> e.g. giant, message, gymnast, where it sounds like the
letter <j>” (2015:130). It is true that these objectives related to pronunciation and spelling do not
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mention  any  phoneme  from the  International  Phonetic  Alphabet,  yet,  they  clearly  refer  to  the
phonemes /s/, /g/ and /dʒ/.
Despite the fact that, unlike its Primary Stage counterpart,  The Integrated Curriculum
for Secondary Education English for Years 1 and 2 (2015) does not contain any objective related to
pronunciation  and  phonetics  may  suggest  that  these  documents  lack  continuity, this  is  not
necessarily true. The authors of this document may have omitted contents and objectives related to
this  topic  deliberately  as  similar  contents  and objectives  were  already present  in  Real  Decreto
1105/2014  (2015)  and  in  regional  curricula.  Through  this  omission  they  might  be  avoiding
repetition.
All in all, the current legislation not only highlights the importance of improving the
learners’ pronunciation, but also requires the teaching of some phonetic patterns. Accordingly, it is
highly  recommendable  to  develop  activities  designed  with  the  aim  of  improving  learners’
pronunciation in the English  communicative classroom. Of course, this type of activities  would
include the ones that deal with phonemes that may entail difficulties for Spanish native speakers,
such  as  the  ones  stated  in  Apéndice  II,  primera  lengua  extranjera  (inglés)  de  la  Orden
ECD/489/2016 “/s/, /z/ and /ɪz/” and “/d/, /t/, /ɪd/” (2016:10 and 11). As this research is built around
the phonemes /s/, /z/ and /ʃ/, it can be stated that it is framed within the current legislation.
1.3 The role of pronunciation in the English classroom nowadays
In spite of the spreading of modern methodologies, such as the Communicative Approach, that give
prominence to pronunciation and the inclusion of phonetics in the current Aragonese Curriculum,
pronunciation  is  still  a  forgotten  issue  in  some  English  classrooms.  According  to  my  own
experience  during  my practice  period  and as  a  teacher,  teachers  of  English usually  restrict  the
activities aimed to the improvement of pronunciation to the ones that appear in the coursebooks,
which, normally, are very limited or even contain mistakes, such as the following one where /s/ is
erroneously associated with the plural of lesson and pen:
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(Evans and Dooley, 2015:18)
Of course, I do not mean that this happens in all the English classrooms of Aragon. In
fact, I think that the tendency of neglecting the importance of pronunciation has started to change.
Nowadays, more and more teachers of English incorporate activities that are aimed to improve their
students’ pronunciation.
2. Spanish learners’ difficulties
Although English is not the language with the largest amount of native speakers, it has become a
global language. According to Crystal, English has achieved the status of global language due to the
fact that it has been taken up by countries in which it was not traditionally spoken by their native
populations. These countries either turn English into the official language of a country, such as
Ghana, Nigeria  or India,  or make the English language a priority in terms of foreign-language
teaching, such as Russia, Germany, Spain or Brazil (2012:4 and 5). This information indicates that
The English language is used nowadays by millions of non-native speakers in order to communicate
orally or in writing in many different kinds of situations. When learning and practising English,
these speakers usually make mistakes and errors that are a result of the interference between the
their native language and English and that may lead to misunderstandings.
In  terms  of  oral  communication,  most  of  the  mistakes  and  errors  that  create
misunderstanding  are  related  to  pronunciation.  For  this  reason,  Jenkins  (2000)  established  the
Lingua  Franca  Core,  which  is  “a  list  of  pronunciation  items  central  to  maintaining  mutual
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intelligibility” (Walker, 2010:28). The Lingua Franca Core created by Jenkins details four different
areas in which there may be intelligibility problems. These areas are the following ones: individual
consonant sounds, groups of consonants (clusters), vowels and nuclear stress placement  (Jenkins,
2000:83) (Walker, 2010:28).
Although  Jenkins’s  (2000)  Lingua  Franca  Core  was  designed  as  a  general  and
international  list,  Robin  Walker  adapted  it  to  Spanish  speakers.  Walker  grouped  common
pronunciation mistakes made by native Spanish speakers that may affect intelligibility into the four
areas mentioned above. The following four paragraphs are a summary of “ELF and the learner’s
first  language  pronunciation:  Spanish”,  a  section  that  appears  in  the  book  Teaching  the
Pronunciation of English as a Lingua Franca (Walker, 2010:130-133).
In terms of individual consonant sounds, Walker claims that there are two main errors
made by Spanish native speakers that affect intelligibility. The first one is the confusion between /s/,
/z/, /ʃ/ and /ʒ/. Although the Spanish  /s/ is very similar to the English /s/, the other phonemes have
not a clear equivalent in this language. Thus, Spanish native learners tend to replace /z/, /ʃ/ and /ʒ/
with the phoneme which is familiar for them, /s/. The other main error that affects intelligibility is
the confusion between /tʃ/, /dʒ/, /ʒ/ and /j/. Although /tʃ/ is not problematic by itself as there is a
nearly equivalent phoneme in Spanish, some learners tend to replace other phonemes, especially
/dʒ/  and /ʒ/,  with this  one.  In  addition,  among  some Spanish  speakers  there  is  a  tendency  of
replacing /dʒ/ and /j/  with the [ʎ] that occurs in some Spanish words such as  lluvia. Apart from
these two confusions, among consonant phonemes there are other two threats to intelligibility. The
first one has to do with the fact that the equivalents in Spanish to English phonemes /p/, /t/, /k/ are
unaspirated;  and, the second one,  is  derived from the fact  that Spanish native speakers tend  to
substitute fricatives for the English phonemes /b/, /d/, /g/, especially when they occur in medial
position. In addition, there are other individual consonant phonemes that may be problematic in
terms of intelligibility as they do not have an equivalent in Spanish language, such as /v/, which is
usually mistaken by /b/ or even [β̞], or /h/, which is usually mistaken by [x].
Clusters are combinations of two or more consonants in a row. They exist in Spanish,
yet, they are limited to two or three consonants and, in many cases, when there are three, one of
them is not pronounced, which  may pose difficulties to Spanish learners and create intelligibility
problems when communicating in English in an international setting. According to Walker (2010),
Spanish native speakers use two different strategies when they approach English clusters that do not
exist in Spanish. The first strategy is addition of vocalic phonemes, they usually use this strategy in
the combination of /s/ + consonant phoneme or /s/ + consonant phoneme + consonant phoneme.
This means that words such as Spain or stroll are pronounced as if they had an initial /e/ (/es’peɪn/, /
es’trəʊl/). The other strategy that Spanish native speakers tend to use is deletion. They use it in
some  medial  or  word-final  clusters.  For  instance,  words  such  as  nest and  next are  usually
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pronounced as /nes/ and the word sold as /sol/. These strategies are problematic as they usually lead
to misunderstandings.
The third area in the Lingua Franca Core can also be problematic for Spanish speakers
of English. In Spanish, the length of the vowels is uniform and it is midway between the short and
the long vocalic phonemes of English language. For this reason, many Spanish native speakers do
not make the necessary distinction between short and long vowels which may affect intelligibility. 
In terms of nuclear stress placement, the strategy of shifting the nuclear stress, which is
used to modify the meaning of an utterance, does not exist in Spanish. Consequently, Spanish native
speakers usually have problems when distinguishing or expressing the different meanings that an
utterance  can  transmit.  In  addition,  Spanish  native  learners  often  make  pauses  that  are  not
appropriate for English and that may lead to misunderstandings.  
3. Incorporating phonetic symbols into the English classroom
When incorporating phonetic symbols into the English classroom, Mompean states that there are
two different stages, the introductory stage and the post-introductory stage (2005:1). In addition,
this author proposes several principles and strategies for each stage that teachers need to take into
account when incorporating phonetic symbols into the English classroom. As I  have taken into
account the principles and strategies that he recommends when designing this research, I am going
to provide a brief summary of them and a comment on how I have followed them.
The introductory stage is quite brief, it usually lasts a few minutes, and it  consists of
just the introduction of a specific phonetic symbol (2005:1). Mompean recommends following five
different principles when introducing a phonetic symbol in the English classroom. The first one is to
be selective as it is not adequate to present all the phonetic symbols at the same time. A good idea
could be to select the symbols that correspond to phonemes that entail some difficulty (2005:2). The
symbols  that  I  have  selected (/s/,  /z/  and /ʃ/) correspond to  English phonemes that  are  usually
problematic for Spanish native speakers. In fact, the phonemes /z/ and /ʃ/ are hardly ever used by
Spanish speakers as they usually replace them with /s/. See section II-2.
The second principle is to exploit learners’ familiarity with symbol shapes or sounds.
This means that teachers should select symbols that are identical or similar to letters of the alphabet
(2005:2). I have partially respected this principle in that only two of the symbols that I have selected
(/s/ and /z/) are similar or identical to letters of the alphabet. However, during the lesson I carried
out in the research, I introduced first the phonemes that were  similar or identical to letters of the
alphabet.
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The third principle consists of making the phonetic symbols visually attractive by, for
example, making variations in their size and colour (2005:2). In order to make the symbols /s/, /z/
and /ʃ/ visually attractive and easier to distinguish, I decided to use colours. Each symbol was linked
to one colour, /s/ was connected to colour blue, /z/ to green and /ʃ/ to pink. So, every time they
appeared on the blackboard or on a sheet of paper, they did it in their  corresponding colour.  This
principle  brings  several  advantages,  for  instance,  phonetic  symbols  are  easier  to  recognise,
especially for visual learners, and easier to name. Students do not need to name each symbol by
describing their places and manners of articulation, they can refer to them by using noun phrases
such as “the blue symbol” or “the green one”.
The fourth principle consists of making students perceive the usefulness of phonetic
notation. This can be done, for instance, by encouraging them to check dictionaries that contain
transcriptions, to distinguish minimal pairs  or to represent the pronunciation of words (2005:2).
During the lesson that is part of the research, the students are required to distinguish minimal pairs,
as is the case with activity 5, and represent the pronunciation of words, as is done in activity 2 or in
activity 6.
The last principle of the introductory stage is related to avoiding learners’ anxiety. In
order to do so, Mompean recommends reducing the speed of teaching and focusing first on the
recognition  of  phonemes and symbols  and then,  on the  production  of  phonemes (2005:2).  The
activities of lesson I designed follow the progression that Mompean suggests. The first ones are
aimed to discriminate the phonemes /s/, /z/ and /ʃ/ and the latter ones are aimed at the production of
them. 
The post-introductory stage is the time when the students consolidate the knowledge
about the phonetic symbol that they have been  introduced  to during the previous stage (2005:1).
Mompean does not recommend following principles in this stage as in the previous stage. Instead,
he suggests the use of several strategies (2005:3). When designing the lesson that is part of the
research,  I  selected  some  of  the  strategies  that  Mompean  recommends,  some  of  them are  the
following ones: “providing the appropriate symbol, challenge students to look for words containing
a given phoneme” (2005:3), which can be seen in activity 3; and “use tasks like gap/blank-filling,
matching  exercises,  multiple  choice  tasks,  sorting  tasks,  etc”  (2005:3),  which  can  be  seen  in
activities 5 and 6.
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III. Methods
In this section, I will describe the school where the research took place and the main characteristics
of the participants. In addition, I will provide a detailed description of the research and its parts.
1. Context
I carried out this research during my training period in a secondary state school which is located in a
district in the outskirts of Zaragoza. It was opened in the academic  year 1979/80 and during the
nearly forty years that it has been opened, it has undergone several changes. The biggest ones came
in the early 1990s, right after the Education Law LOGSE was passed. By that time, it incorporated
distance education and  professional training courses. 
Nowadays,  this  secondary school continues providing both distance and face-to-face
education. In terms of face-to-face education, there are around 350 students divided into 9 ESO
groups, 2 Bachilleratos and 8 Professional Training groups. In addition, since the academic  year
2015/2016, this centre hosts the British Council Bilingual Programme. The students who are under
this programme have 5 hours of English per week, instead of 3 or 4, and three other subjects that are
taught in English language, which are History and Geography and, depending on the year, Biology
or Physics and Chemistry and Arts or Music. Almost all the students who are under the British
Council  Bilingual Programme in this  school come from the Bilingual Primary School  which is
located in the same district. Yet, in this programme there are other students who either went to
another Bilingual School under the British Council Programme, or passed an English exam at the
beginning of the Secondary Education Stage.
2. Participants
Thirteen  students  between  12  and  13 years  old,  eight  boys  and  five  girls,  participated  in  this
research. At the moment when the research took place, all of them studied 1st year ESO under the
British  Council  Bilingual  Programme.  Twelve  of  the  thirteen  participants  had  also  studied  the
primary stage under the British Council Bilingual Programme and the other  one was required to
pass an exam so that he could be included in the programme. 
In the academic year when the research took place,  the participants had 5 hours of
English  per week and three other subjects that were taught in English language, Geography and
History, Biology and Geology and Music. This means that, in an average week, these students had
14 lessons that were taught in English.
In addition, when the research was carried out, the participants’ level of English was
high in comparison to the level of other students of the same age. Yet, their teacher of English
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claimed that  they  usually  made  grammar  and spelling  mistakes  when writing.  In  addition,  the
teacher also detected that most of the students made phonological errors when speaking. She said
that they made the phonological errors that scholars usually associate to L1-Spanish speakers. For
instance,  in  relation  to  consonant  phonemes,  most  of  the  students  in  the  group  replaced  the
affricate /dƷ/ with the Spanish phoneme [λ],  replaced /v/  with /b/  or  even  [β̞]  or confused the
sibilant phonemes /s/, /z/ and /ʃ/.
3. Research
This research was created with the aim of shedding some light on the assumption that dealing with
phonetic  symbols  in  the  English  classroom  helps  learners  to  improve  their  pronunciation.
Concretely, I carried out this research in order to see whether introducing the phonetic symbols /s/, /
z/ and /ʃ/ to a 1st year ESO British Council bilingual group could help them to discriminate, predict
and produce the phonemes /s/, /z/ and /ʃ/. 
This research was conducted in just a group, a 1st year ESO British Council bilingual
group, and it was composed by three steps, an initial observation or evaluation (pretest), a training
and a final evaluation (posttest). This type of research is simple and it does not prevent the presence
of other variables that are not connected to the training I have proposed. However, the research was
suitable enough to use parametrical tests in order to evaluate the results obtained.  Concretely, I
applied a t-test using R Software, interface RKWard. 
On the one hand, the pretest and the posttest I designed consisted of several tasks that
were aimed to measure the participants’ ability to identify and discriminate the phonemes /s/, /z/ and
/ʃ/ in basic oral contexts and to predict and produce them in written contexts. On the other hand, a
lesson plan was created in order to promote and test its effect on students’ pronunciation.
Both pretest and posttest were compared in order to test whether the lesson that focused
on  the  phonemes  /s/,  /z/  and  /ʃ/  had  contributed  to  the  improvement  of  the  participants’
pronunciation. As the centre of attention of the lesson were very specific phonemes, in this research
I consider improvement of pronunciation the students’ better ability to identify and discriminate the
phonemes /s/, /z/ and /ʃ/ in basic oral contexts and the abilities of prediction and production of the
phonemes /s/, /z/ and /ʃ/ in written contexts. 
This  research  took  place  during  the  fourth  week  of  my training  period,  concretely
between the 2nd and 4th of May 2018. Each part was developed on a different day, which means that
the pretest was carried out on the 2nd of May, the lesson on the 3rd and the posttest on the 4th of May. 
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4. Pretest and posttest
The pretest and the posttest, which can be found in Appendix I, were designed and evaluated in the
same way in order to avoid subjectivity as much as possible. 
In terms of evaluation, the highest grade that each participant could obtain in each test
was 31 points. The points given to each activity were the same in both tests. In addition, in order to
evaluate the tests, I used keys which were based on  Longman Pronunciation Dictionary (Wells,
1990). These keys can also be found in Appendix I. 
In terms of design, the activities that the participants were asked to complete were the
same. Although the words and sentences that appeared in those activities were different in order to
avoid the memory effect,  they were similar in terms of level. All  the words and sentences that
appeared on the tests had been taken either from the English coursebook Smart Time 1 (Evans and
Dooley, 2015) or from the History and Geography coursebook Geography and History 1 (Minchom
et al., 2015). I decided to use the coursebooks in order to pick up the words and sentences because
of two main reasons. First of all, I wanted to use words that the participants had heard before, thus,
they, or at least most of them, would have an idea of how to pronounce them. Secondly, I wanted to
use words that were familiar for the participants, that way they would be more meaningful for them
and, consequently, easier to remember.
Both tests were divided into two main sections, section a) and section b), according to
the  activities  that  the  participants  were  required  to  complete.  In  section  a),  the  students  were
recorded individually,  yet,  in  section  b),  they  were  not  recorded.  As  in  this  section  they  were
required to write words, recordings were not necessary.
Section a), which represented 25 points, was also divided into two parts. In the first
part,  the students had to read 18 different words that contained the phonemes /s/,  /z/ and /ʃ/ in
different positions. There were two words that contained each phoneme in initial, medial and final
position.  Note that these words were organised in the same way in both tests. The participants
received a point each time they pronounced the phonemes /s/, /z/ and /ʃ/ accurately according to
Longman Pronunciation Dictionary (Wells, 1990). The second part of section a) was composed by
just a sentence that the students had to read aloud. Each sentence contained the phonemes /z/ and /ʃ/
twice and the phoneme /s/ three times. The participants received a point each time they pronounced
the phonemes /s/,  /z/ and /ʃ/ accurately according to  Longman Pronunciation Dictionary (Wells,
1990). Note that the pronunciation of the initial clusters <sp-> and <sc-> as /esp/ and /esk/ was not
given as correct due to the fact that adding a vowel before initial clusters is a very common mistake
among Spanish native speakers.
Section b), which represented 6 points, was composed by the phonemic transcriptions
of  6  different  words.  The  transcriptions  were  taken  from  Longman  Pronunciation  Dictionary
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(Wells,  1990).  The  participants  were  required  to  write  the  words  that  corresponded  to  the
transcriptions after listening to the teacher reading them in order, the students listened to each word
twice. Although the phonemic transcriptions were not necessary in order to complete this part of the
tests,  I  decided  to  include  them because  they  could  serve  both  as  a  support  and as  a  way of




This  proposal was created for a  fifty-minute lesson that  was included in the didactic  unit  8 of
English and Literacy, which is entitled Time to Eat. As the title indicates, the unit is related to food
and eating habits. For this reason, the first activities of the lesson were built around the vocabulary
of the unit.
As indicated in section II (3), in order to make the phonetic symbols /s/,  /z/ and  /ʃ/
visually attractive for the learners, I decided to use colours. Each symbol was linked to one colour, /
s/ was connected to colour blue, /z/ to green and /ʃ/ to pink. So, every time they appeared on the
blackboard or on a sheet of paper, they did it in their corresponding colour. Thus, when writing the
phonemes, the teacher and the students used coloured chalk, pencils or markers.
5.2 Key competences
According to the European Parliament, key competences are a combination of knowledge, skills
and attitudes that all individuals need for personal fulfilment and development, active citizenship,
social inclusion and employment (2007:5). The key competences were included in the LOMCE due
to the recommendations set by the European Parliament and of the Council of 18 December 2006
on  key  competences  for  lifelong  learning.  The  European  framework  recommended  eight
competences:  Communication  in  Foreign  Languages,  Communication  in  the  Mother  Tongue,
Cultural  Awareness  and  Expression,  Sense  of  Initiative  and  Entrepreneurship,  Mathematical
Competence  and  Basic  Competence  in  Science  and  Technology,  Learning  to  Learn,  Digital
Competence and Social and Civic Competence.
However,  in  LOMCE these competences were adapted into just  seven:  Linguistic  Competence,
Mathematical Competence and Basic Competence in Science and Technology, Digital Competence,
Learning to Learn,  Social  and Civic Competence,  Sense of Initiative and Entrepreneurship and
Cultural Awareness and Expression.
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With  respect  to  my  lesson  plan,  it  contributed  in  the  development  of  the  following
competences:
 Learning to learn competence: the activities proposed in this lesson will promote that the
students establish links between spelling and pronunciation. Concretely, they will promote
the connection of certain spellings to the phonemes /s/, /z/ and /ʃ/, <s> and <c> + <e> or <i>
for /s/; <z> and in some cases <s> for /z/; and <sh>, <ti> in medial position and <su> in
initial  and medial  position for  /ʃ/.  If  these connections  are  well  established,  they  might
become double-edged tools that might help the students in their learning processes. On the
one hand, the students might be able to foretell the pronunciation of words that they face in a
written text for the first time; and, on the other hand, they might be able to write or spell a
word they do not know just by listening to it.
 Linguistic competence: this is the most important competence of English as a school subject
due to its direct relation to communicative skills. During the lesson, the students will be
encouraged to interact  orally  with the teacher  and their  partners in  order  to  discuss  the
pronunciation of words. In addition, some of the activities of this lesson may contribute to
the development of the microskills listening and speaking.
5.3 Learning outcomes
The students should be able to: 
 Identify and distinguish the phonemes /s/, /z/ and /ʃ/ in the following basic oral contexts:
isolated words, phrases and short sentences, as long as they are read clearly and slowly.
 Identify and predict the presence of the phonemes /s/, /z/ and /ʃ/ in basic written contexts
(isolated  words,  phrases  and  short  sentences),  establishing  connections  between  written
patterns and the occurrence of these phonemes (e.g. linking the pattern <-ti-> + <-a>, <-e>
or <-o> to the phoneme /ʃ/).
 Associate and connect the following spellings to the phoneme /s/:
◦ <c-> when it is followed by <-e> or <-i>, such as in dancer or cinema.
◦ Initial and medial <s>, such as in words like start or restaurant.
◦ Final <-s> or <-ss> when it is not a morphemic one, such as in words like address.
◦ Morpheme <-s> when it  is preceded by a voiceless consonant, such as in  starts and
cakes.
 Associate and connect the following spellings to the phoneme /z/:
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◦ <z> in any position, such as in words like zero or amazing.
◦ Medial and final <s> in very specific cases, such as in words like easy or please.
◦ Morpheme <-s> when it is preceded by voiced phoneme, such as in finds and pens.
  Associate the following spellings to the phoneme /ʃ/:
◦ <sh> in any position, such as in words like sheep, friendship or fish.
◦ The sequence of letters <-ti-> in medial position when it is followed by <a>, <e> or <o>,
such as in words like partial, patience or information. 
◦ The letter <s> when followed by <u> in initial and medial position such as in words like
sure, sugar or issue.
 Produce the phonemes /s/, /z/ and /ʃ/ in isolated words, phrases and sentences that contain
them.
 Produce the phonemes /s/, /z/ and /ʃ/ in isolated words, phrases and short sentences, showing
that they are able to associate written patterns, such as <ce->/<ci->, <z-> or <sh-> to these
phonemes.
5.4 Contents
1. Listening and speaking
 Listen and respond to others appropriately, taking into account what is said and showing
respect towards them when discussing the pronunciation of words and phrases.
 Speak audibly and clearly when answering or sharing their own opinions.
 Begin to express complex ideas in relation to the pronunciation of vocabulary that is already
familiar for the students.
 Analyse their  own performance to improve their  own pronunciation,  taking into account
teacher and peer feedback.
 Take a variety of roles in group interaction, participating and listening actively.
2. Reading and writing
 Words: organise words related to food and other topics that are familiar for the students
according to the phonemic pattern they contain.
The Integrated Curriculum for Secondary Education English for Years 1 and 2 (2015) does not
include any segmental feature as a compulsory content that should be dealt with in class, I have
decided to include the following additional content:
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 Recognition  and production  of  the  phonemes  /z/,  /s/  and /ʃ/  in  initial,  medial  and final
position.
5.5 Activities
The following activities are organized in charts. In each chart, I have included a brief introduction
of the activity; the learning outcomes, or what I expect of the learners to be able to do by the end of
the activity; the materials needed; and the procedures, which contains a detailed description of the
activities. Please, note that the former section has been designed to address other teachers. All the




This  is  an introductory activity.  As the  contact  that  the students  who are participating in  this
research  have  had  with  phonemes  is  quite  limited,  I  have  decided  not  to  present  the  three
phonemes at the same time.  Presenting them at the same time may be excessive for some of the
learners and, consequently, may raise their anxiety. For this reason, firstly, I will introduce the
phonemes /s/ and /z/. 
Learning outcomes:
 Discriminate the phonemes /s/ and /z/ in final position in oral contexts related to food.
 Associate the phonemes /s/ and /z/ to the morphemic <-s> that it is used in order to form
the regular plural.
Materials:
 An adaptation  of  an activity  that  appears  in  the  coursebook  Smart  Time 1 (Evans  and
Dooley, 2015:112). In this activity, there is a box that contains the name of several fruit
names, the students will be required to say the plural forms of these names.
Timing: 7 / 8 minutes
Procedure:
Step 1: You will have to repeat the fruit names that appear in the activity of the book (remarking
one in which the plural is pronounced /s/ and other in which it is pronounced /z/).
Step 2: Ask the students whether they notice any difference in the pronunciation of the morpheme
<-s>.That way, you will be pointing to what the students should focus on and you will be also
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helping them to discriminate the phonemes /s/ and /z/.
Step 3:  The symbols /s/ and /z/ will be introduced. Write them on the blackboard using blue and
green chalk.
Step 4: Explain the rule about the pronunciation of the plural. You will have to indicate that when
the morphemic <-s> comes right after a voiceless consonant phoneme such as /p/, /t/ or /k/, it is
pronounced /s/; and when morphemic <-s> comes after a vocalic or a voiced consonant phoneme,
such as /ə/, /n/ or /l/, it is pronounced /z/. Note that the pronunciation of the morphemic <-s> as /ɪz/
will  not  be explained.  In  order  to  make this  explanation more entertaining,  try  to  engage the
students  by  encouraging  them  to  touch  their  throats  in  order  to  find  voiced  and  voiceless
phonemes.
Step 5: Provide more examples of plural nouns and ask the students to touch their throats and say
the words in order to practice the pronunciation of the phonemes /s/ and /z/ in final position.
Activity 2
Introduction:
This activity has been designed in order to practice the pronunciation of the morphemic <-s> that it
is used in order to form the regular plural. I decided not to include verbs in 3rd person singular in
order to keep the activity as simple as possible.  
Learning outcomes:
 Associate the phoneme /s/ to the morphemic <-s> that it is used in order to form the regular
plural when it is preceded by a voiceless consonant phoneme.
 Associate the phoneme /z/ to the morphemic <-s> that it is used in order to form the regular
plural when it is preceded by a vocalic or a voiced consonant phoneme.
 Produce the phonemes /s/ and /z/ in final position in oral contexts related to food
Materials:
 Adhesive.
 A thirty-second sand timer.
 A set of cards that contain plural nouns related to food. The nouns that will appear on the
cards are the following ones: chips, onion rings, chicken nuggets, beans, biscuits, burgers,
carrots, vegetables, snacks, cereals, chocolates, hot dogs, omelettes, peas, drinks, mangoes,




Step 1: Divide the students into two teams. If they are used to working in teams, it is not necessary
to create new ones, just respect the normal division of the classroom.
Step 2: Place the set of cards in the middle of the teams. In order to do that, you can place a
classroom table or a desk between the two teams.
Step 3: In turns, each team will have to take a plural noun and stick it under the phonemes /s/ or
/z/, according to its pronunciation of the morpheme <-s>. Require the members of the teams to
classify and pronounce the plural forms in the appropriate way. In order to do so, they will have 30
seconds to choose the word and discuss its  pronunciation. The winner will be the team which
classify and pronounce more words correctly. Note that the pronunciation will be given as correct




At this point, the students will be already familiar with the phonemes /s/ and /z/. For this reason,
the teacher will present more realisations of them by providing examples in which these phonemes
appear.
Learning outcomes:
 Associate the phoneme /s/ to written realisations such as <c-> when it is followed by <-e>
or <-i>, initial and medial <s> and final <-s> when it is not a morphemic one. 
 Associate the phoneme /z/ to written realisations such as <z> in any position and medial
and final <s> in some specific cases like easy or please.
Materials:
No extra material will be needed in order to develop this activity. The teacher will only use the
blackboard and coloured chalk.
Timing: 5 minutes
Procedure: 
Step 1: Tell the students that the phonemes /s/ and /z/ may occur in other environments different
from plural forms.
Step 2: Point to the phoneme /s/ and ask the students to give examples in which this phoneme
occurs. In order to provide the examples, allow the students to use the coursebook, if they need it.
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Use the examples mentioned by the students in order to remark the following written realisations:
 <c-> when it is followed by <-e> or <-i>, such as in dancer or cinema.
  Initial and medial <s>, such as in words like start or restaurant.
  Final <-s> when it is not a morphemic one, such as in words like address.
Step 3: Point to the phoneme /z/ and ask the students to give examples in which this phoneme
occurs. In order to provide the examples, allow the students to use the coursebook, if they need it.
Use the examples mentioned by the students in order to remark the following written realisations:
 <z> in any positions, such as in words like zero or amazing.
 Medial and final <s> in very specific cases, such as in words like easy or please.
Activity 4
Introduction:
This is an introductory activity.  Concretely,  it  will  be used to present the third and last  target
phoneme, /ʃ/.
Learning outcomes:
 Discriminate the phoneme /ʃ/ in initial, medial and final position.
 Associate the phoneme /ʃ/ to written realisations such as <sh> in any position, the sequence
of letters <-ti-> in medial position when it is followed by <a>, <e> or <o> or  the pattern
<su> in initial and medial position.
Materials:
No extra material will be needed in order to develop this activity. The teacher will only use the
blackboard and coloured chalk.
Timing: 7 / 8 minutes
Procedure:
Step 1: Write the sequence of letters <sh> and words that contain them such as  fish and  sheep.
Now, read them out loud and ask the students about the phoneme that it is used in most of the
words that contain this sequence of letters.
Step 2:  Draw the phoneme /ʃ/ in the blackboard using pink chalk and ask the students to provide
more examples in which this phoneme occurs. In order to provide the examples, allow the students
to use the coursebook, if they need it. Use the examples mentioned by the students in order to
remark the following written realisations:
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 <sh> in any position, such as in words like sheep, friendship or fish.
 The sequence of letters <-ti-> in medial position when it is followed by <a>, <e> or <o>,
such as in words like partial, patience or information. 
 The letter <s> when followed by <u> in initial and medial position such as in words like
sure or sugar.
In case that the students do not provide any example in which the last two patterns mentioned
above appear, ask questions or provide information that may help them to find examples in which
these written patterns are pronounced /ʃ/. For instance, you can ask the students to find words that
contain the phoneme /ʃ/ but not the pattern <sh>.
Activity 5
Introduction:
This activity will be used to practice both discrimination and production of the phonemes /s/, /z/
and /ʃ/.
Learning outcomes:
 Discriminate the phonemes /s/, /z/ and /ʃ/ in initial, medial and final position.
 Produce the phonemes /s/, /z/ and /ʃ/ in initial, medial and final position.
Materials:




Step 1: Read one of the three words of each line. The students will have to listen carefully in order
to discriminate the phoneme and circle the appropriate word. While doing this, pay attention to the
students’ responses so that you can see whether they are discriminating the phonemes /s/, /z/ and /ʃ/
successfully. In case that you detect that the students present difficulties while discriminating these
phonemes, remark the differences between them by pronouncing them in isolation and by reading
other words that contain them.
Step 2: Once that you see that all or, at least, most of the students are able to discriminate the
phonemes /s/, /z/ and /ʃ/, require the students to work in pairs. In turns, one student in each pair
will read just one word of each line and the other will have to tell the word that he or she is
reading. This is a double-edged exercise; on the one hand, while doing it, the students will be
practising discrimination and production of the target phonemes. On the other hand, during the
development of this activity, the students will receive peer feedback as they will be able to know
how well they are producing the phonemes based on their partners’ responses, which means that
they will have the possibility to reflect on their own performance and evaluate it. That way, the
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students’ learning autonomy will be encouraged.
Activity 6
Introduction:
This is the final activity. The students will review all the associations between spellings and the
target phonemes that  they practised in the previous activities. In addition, they will produce the
phonemes /s/, /z/ and /ʃ/ in initial, medial and final position not only in isolated words but also in
phrases and sentences.
Learning outcomes:
 Produce the phonemes /s/, /z/ and /ʃ/ in initial, medial and final position.
 Associate spellings such as initial and medial <s> or <c-> when followed by <-e> or <-i>
to the phoneme /s/.
 Associate spellings such as <z> in any position to the phoneme /z/.
 Associate spellings such as <sh> in any position or <-ti-> in medial position when it is
followed by <a>, <e> or <o> to the phoneme /ʃ/.
Materials:
 Six sets of words that contain the three phonemes in different positions (one for each two
students). The words that are included in each set are the following ones:  start,  screen,
celebrity,  cell,  restaurant,  motorcycle,  raincoats,  bikes,  zebra,  zero,  visit,  cosy,  freezing,
waterfalls,  mountains,  farms,  shop,  sheet,  sugar,  recommendation,  official,  national,  fish
and English.
 Eighteen plastic glasses (three for each two students), each of them will be marked with
one of the phonemes.
Timing: 10 minutes
Procedure:
Step 1: The students will continue working in pairs. Give each pair a set of words that contain the
three phonemes in different positions and three plastic glasses, each of them will be marked with
one  of  the  phonemes.  The  students  will  have  five  minutes  to  read  the  words,  discuss  their
pronunciation with their partner, organize them according to the phoneme they contain and place
them  in  the  appropriate  glass.  Remember  that  you  should  not  provide  any  transcription  or
recording, the students will have to classify the words just by linking the sequences of letters to
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the correspondent phonetic symbols. Yet, you will have to monitor the students’ performance and
give feedback in relation to the production of the phonemes to the students.
Step 2: After five minutes, the correction will take place. Each pair will empty the glasses one by
one and, with the students’ help, you will have to give the right answers. In addition, you will have




In this  section,  I  will  comment  on the results  obtained in  both the  pretest  and the  posttest.  In
addition, I will provide a t-test analysis of these results in order to see whether they are meaningful.
1. Initial results
In this section I am going to describe the results that the participants obtained in the pretest. These 
results can be found in Appendix III. First of all, I am going to comment on the results obtained in 
each section and, after that, I am going to provide a general comment about the overall results.
In the first part of section a), in which the participants had to read 18 words, they 



















Figure 1: results obtained in the first part of section a) of the pretest.
As it can be seen in the chart, only one of the participants articulated the phoneme /z/ in
words  that  contained  it.  The  other  twelve  participants  produced  the  phoneme  /s/  in  all  the
environments  in  which  the  phoneme /z/  was required.  This  means  that  these  participants  were
unable to  discriminate the phoneme /z/  from /s/,  unable to  predict  its  appearance or  unable to
produce it. This may indicate that some participants are using a strategy called substitution (Walker,
2010:29) that consists of replacing a phoneme that does not occur in Spanish with another phoneme
from Spanish that they think it is the same. In this case, they would be replacing /z/ with /s/.
With respect to the phoneme /s/, the participants had very few difficulties to articulate
it. As can be seen, eight of the participants were able to produce it in at least five environments in
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which it was required; and the other five participants produced this phoneme in four environments.
The most problematic word for the participants was  stay  as twelve participants pronounced the
cluster <st-> with an initial vowel (/es’teɪ/). Other problematic words were cinema and dancer since
two participants pronounced them using the phoneme /θ/. As this phoneme is very different from /
s/, this error may be connected to the interference of the pronunciation rules of Spanish language.
The phoneme /ʃ/ was not as problematic as the phoneme /z/ for the participants since
nine  of  them were  able  to  articulate  it  at  least  in  one  environment  in  which  it  was  required.
However, there were four participants who made no distinction between /ʃ/ and /s/. In addition, I
noticed that most of the participants who were able to produce /ʃ/ at least once had problems to
make a distinction between it and /s/ in initial, medial and final position. This happened in words
such as Irish, when pronouncing this word, several students produced a sound which was a mixture
between /s/ and /ʃ/.
In the second part of section a),  in which the participants had to read a sentence, they



















Figure 2: results obtained in the second part of section a) of the pretest.
Regarding  to  the  phoneme  /z/,  none  of  the  participants  articulated  it  when  it  was
required. This may confirm the participants’ lack of ability to discriminate the phoneme /z/ from /s/,
predict its appearance or produce it. 
All the participants were able to produce the phoneme /s/ at least in one environment in
which it was required. Yet, again, they had difficulties when pronouncing the initial cluster <st->.
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Only  two  participants  were  able  to  produce  it  without  including  an  initial  vowel,  the  others
pronounced the words statue and state as /es’tætjuː/ and /es’teɪt/, respectively.
In this part, seven participants were able to articulate the phoneme /ʃ/ accurately at least
in one environment in which it was required. In this part of the section, most of the participants had
problems to  produce  this  phoneme in  medial  position.  In  fact,  only  two of  them were  able  to
produce the phoneme /ʃ/ in the word traditional. 
In section b), which was the part in which the participants were required to write the



















Figure 3: results obtained in section b) of the pretest.
In general terms, this section was easier for the participants than the previous one. As it
can be seen in the chart, four participants were able to distinguish accurately all the words that the
teacher pronounced; and four others were mistaken just once. However,  in contrast to the good
results  that  most  participants  obtained  in  this  section,  there  was  a  participant  who could  only
recognise one word. 
The most problematic word was ship (/ʃɪp/) since there were six participants who did
not recognise the word accurately. Yet, I found that the presence of the phonemes /s/, /z/ and /ʃ/ did
not prevent most of the participants from identifying isolated and decontextualized words.
When taking into account the results of this pretest as a whole, the following statements
can be assumed:
First, the  phoneme  /z/  was  the  most  difficult  one  to  produce  for  the  participants,
regardless  of its context or its position in a word. This difficulty may be caused by two different
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reasons, the participants were unable to discriminate the phoneme /z/ from /s/, unable to associate
the spelling with the phoneme or unable to produce it.
Second, in terms of production,  the phoneme /ʃ/ was problematic for some students
regardless of its position in a word.
Third, the production of the phoneme /s/ was not problematic as long as it did not occur
in an initial cluster such as <st->. In these cases, the participants tended to incorporate a vocalic
phoneme at the beginning of the word.  This indicates that they were using one of the strategies
described by Walker (2010:133) called addition.
Finally, recognising isolated and decontextualized words that contained the phonemes /
s/, /z/ and /ʃ/ was not a difficult task for most of the participants.
2. Final results
In this section I am going to describe the results that the participants obtained in the posttest, which
can be found in Appendix IV. Concretely, I am going to comment on the results obtained in each
section and I am going to compare them to the results obtained in the pretest in order to explore the
likely  effect  of  the  explicit  teaching  especifically  making  use  of  the  phonetic  symbols  of  the
targeted consonant sounds.
In the first  part  of section a),  in  which the participants had to  read 18 words,  they



















Figure 4: results obtained in the first part of section a) of the posttest.
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 As it can be seen in figure 4, five participants produced the phoneme /z/ at least once.
This  indicates  that  there  has  been a  great  improvement  if  we take  into  account  that  only  one
participant articulated this phoneme in the pretest. All the participants who produced this phoneme,
pronounced  accurately  the  word  zoo;  and  two  of  them,  also  pronounced  the  word ziggurat
accurately. This may indicate that the participants found it easier to produce the phoneme /z/ when it
appeared in initial position. 
However, regarding the phoneme /z/, there were still eight participants who could not
articulate it. This means that these students were still unable to discriminate this phoneme, unable to
associate the spelling with the phoneme or unable to produce it .
With respect to the phoneme /s/, the participants had very few difficulties to articulate
it. Again, the most problematic word was the one that contained an initial cluster (scary). Yet, in the
case of this part of the text, six students pronounced the cluster accurately, which may indicate that
there has been an improvement if we compare this results to the results of the pretest, in which only
one participant articulated the initial cluster without an initial vocalic phoneme. In addition, the two
participants who had pronounced the combination of letters <ce>, <ci> as /θ/ instead od /s/ in the
pretest, did not make the same error in the posttest. 
Regarding the phoneme /ʃ/,  all  the students  were able  to produce it  at  least  in  one
environment in which it was required. If these results are compared to the results of the same part of
the pretest, it can be seen that there has been a great improvement since six more participants were
able to articulate this phoneme at least once. The participants had more difficulties to produce this
phoneme when it appeared in final position, such as in the word  British, and in medial position,
such as in invitation.
In the second part of section a),  in which the participants had to read a sentence, they




















Figure 5: results obtained in the first part of section a) of the posttest.
As can be seen in figure 5, in this part of the posttest, none of the participants were able
to produce the phoneme /z/. These results indicate that there has been no improvement regarding the
articulation of this phoneme in context.
The production of the phoneme /s/ was not problematic at all. Most of the participants
were able to produce the phoneme /s/ accurately in all the environments in which it was required.
The final cluster<-ts> in the word boats was not difficult to produce for most of the participants.
In this part of section a), only four participants produced the phoneme /ʃ/ in at least one
environment in which it  was required.  In fact,  all  of them produced this phoneme in the same
environment, concretely in the word ship. If we compare these results to the ones obtained in the
same part of the pretest, it can be seen that there has been a worsening. In the long sentence of the
pretest, seven participants were able to articulate the phoneme /ʃ/ at least in one environment in
which it was required, which clashes with the just four who could do the same in the postest.
In section b), which was the part in which the participants were required to write the




















Figure 6: results obtained in section b) of the posttest.
As I have already mentioned in the results of the pretest, see figure 3, this section was
easier  for  the  participants  than  the  previous  one.  Eight participants  were  able  to  distinguish
accurately all the words that the teacher pronounced; and three others were mistaken just once. In
addition, the participant who could identify just one word in the pretest, was able to recognise all of
them in this section of the posttest. This means that, in general terms, the participants improved
their ability to  identify isolated and decontextualized words that contained the phonemes /s/, /z/ and
/ʃ/.
The  most  problematic  word  in  this  section  was  show (/ʃəʊ/),  since  two  students
confused it with the word saw (/sɔː/). This indicates that some students had still some difficulties to
distinguish the phoneme /ʃ/ from /s/.
When taking into account the comparison between the results that the participants 
obtained in the pretest with the results that they obtained in the posttest as a whole, the following 
conclusion can be drawn:
First, most  of  the  participants  improved  in  the  production  of  initial  clusters  that
contained the phoneme /s/, such as <st-> or <sc->. After the lesson, there were fewer students who
included a vocalic phoneme at the beginning of the cluster. This indicates that by making students
practise  the  targeted  sounds,  especially  making  use  of  phonetic  symbols,  can  contribute  to
improving their intelligibility in an international context in which English is used.
Second, the few participants who had pronounced the combination of letters <ce>, <ci>
as /θ/ in the pretest, did not make the same error in the posttest.
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Third, several participants showed an improvement in the production of the phoneme /z/
in isolated words, which means that more students could discriminate, predict and articulate this
phoneme than in the pretest. Yet, they did not improve in the production of /z/ when it occurred in
words that were part of a long sentence. This may suggest that the participants needed more practice
of this phoneme in context.
In  addition, all  the  participants  improved  in  the  production  of  the  phoneme  /ʃ/  in
isolated words. Yet many of them did it worse when this phoneme occurred in a long sentence.
Finally, most of the participants also improved when they had to recognise isolated and
decontextualized words that contained the phonemes /s/, /z/ and /ʃ/.
3. T-test
As the sample of this research was quite limited, I decided to apply the t-test to the results obtained
so as to see whether they were meaningful. Concretely, I applied t-test to the results obtained in
each section of the tests and, also, to the global results. In order to do this, I used R Software,















1 5 1 3 9 8 3 5 16
2 10 2 1 13 16 4 6 26
3 8 2 5 15 9 3 6 18
4 7 2 3 12 9 3 6 18
5 4 1 6 11 6 2 4 12
6 8 3 6 17 10 4 6 20
7 5 1 6 12 7 3 6 16
8 10 3 4 17 10 4 6 20
9 4 1 5 10 8 3 4 15
10 6 2 3 11 11 3 5 19
11 7 1 5 13 9 3 5 17
12 13 3 5 21 13 4 6 23
13 9 2 6 17 10 3 6 19




 Trim of mean: 0.00 
Object Mean min max
standard
deviation
length of sample number of NAs
Reading POST 9.692308 6 16 2.5943726 13 0
Reading PRE 7.384615 4 13 2.6626572 13 0
S.  POST 3.230769 2 4 0.5991447 13 0
S   PRE 1.846154 1 3 0.8006408 13 0
Total POST  18.384615 12 26 3.5482029 13 0
Total PRE 13.692308 9 21 3.4733417 13 0
Writing POST 5.461538 4 6 0.7762500 13 0
Writing PRE 4.461538 1 6 1.5607362 13 0
Paired t-test: global results
Parameters
 Comparing: Total POST
 against: Total PRE 














4.692308 12 5.246806 0.0002054712 95
2.743759 
6.640857
Related to parts o sections:
Paired t-test: first part of section a)
Parameters
 Comparing: Reading.POS 
 against: Reading.PRE 
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2.307692 12 4.6291 0.0005809982 95
1.221514 
3.393871
Paired t-test: second part of section a)
Parameters
 Comparing: S. POST
 against: S. PRE 














1.384615 12 9.859006 4.17428e-07 95
1.078619 
1.690612
Paired t-test: section b)
Parameters
 Comparing: Writing.POS 
 against: Writing.PRE 














1 12 1.974842 0.07174794 95
-0.1032848 
2.103285
These  results  show  that  the  differences  between  the  pretest  and  the  postest  are
meaningful in a confidence interval of 95%. This means that it can be said with 95% of accuracy
that the lesson related to the phonemes /s/, /z/ and /ʃ/ helped the participants to discriminate, predict
and product these phonemes in a better way.
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V. Conclusion
In this section I will conclude by pointing out some implications; and, finally, I will provide some 
ideas for further research.
1. Implications
As could be seen in the previous section, to a greater or lesser extent, the posttest results of all the
participants improved in comparison to the results that they obtained in the pretest. As these posttest
results were a product of the training they received during the lesson that consisted on the use of the
phonetic  symbols /s/,  /z/  and  /ʃ/,  it  can  be  said  that  this  lesson  improved  the  participants’
pronunciation of the targeted sounds. Concretely, the lesson brought the following benefits:
First, it  helped half  of  the participants to  produce initial  clusters that  contained the
phoneme /s/ accurately. After the lesson, they did not include a vocalic phoneme at the beginning of
the cluster.  Second, the lesson was beneficial for the few participants who, before the lesson took
place, pronounced the combination of letters <ce>, <ci> as /θ/. After the training they received, they
did not make the same error. Third, the lesson also helped the participants to predict and articulate
accurately  the  phoneme  /ʃ/  in  isolated  words.  In  addition,  the  training  helped  some  of  the
participants in this research to predict and produce the phoneme /z/ in isolated words, especially
when  the  phoneme  occurred  in  initial  position.  Finally,  the  lesson  also  helped  most  of  the
participants to identify isolated and decontextualized words.
Yet,  it  should be mentioned that  most of these improvements only affected isolated
words. When the participants pronounced long sentences, they still showed problems to articulate
some phonemes, especially /z/ and /ʃ/. This is maybe due to the fact that during the lesson in which
the training was provided, the participants did not have the opportunity to practice the phonemes in
long sentences.
All  in all,  dealing with phonetic  symbols  in the English classroom is beneficial  for
students as it helps them to improve their pronunciation. For this reason, pronunciation should not
be a forgotten issue in the Secondary Education English classroom, teachers must target it. 
2. Future research
This research demonstrates that the training that the participants received in relation to
the discrimination, prediction and production of the phonemes  /s/, /z/ and /ʃ/ was successful as it
helped them to improve their pronunciation. However, this research only analyses the pronunciation
of  given  items,  without  delving  into  the  participants’  pronunciation  in  their  natural  speech.
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Consequently, we cannot know whether the participants incorporated their improvements in terms
of pronunciation into their natural oral communication. 
 In addition,  due to the lack of time, this research does not track the changes in the
participants’ pronunciation.  Thus,  it  is  impossible  to  know  whether  the  participants  kept  the
improvements they made in terms of pronunciation or lost them with the passing of time. 
Finally,  this  research  only  shows  that  training  about  discriminating,  predicting  and
producing  the  phonemes  /s/,  /z/  and  /ʃ/  leads to  an  improvement  in  terms  of  prediction  and
production of these phonemes. It would be a good idea to see whether  targeting similar aspects
about other phonemes that may entail difficulties for Spanish native speakers  of English, such as
/tʃ/, /dʒ/, /ʒ/ and /j/, also lead to an improvement of these aspects.
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Read these words out loud. Take your time and read them slowly.
1. Cinema 2. Shape 
3. Freezing 4. Location
5. Games 6. Stay
7. Prize 8. Fishing
9. Zebra 10. Dancer
11. Irish 12. Fireworks
13. Dinosaur 14. Zombie
15. Easy 16. Sugar
17. Address 18. Brush
Read this sentence out loud. Take your time and read it slowly
1. They show visitors the Statue of  Liberty, the Empire State Building and other
traditional landmarks.
b) Writing







Phonemes /s/, /z/ and /ʃ/
Key for test 1:
Phonemes in initial position:
/s/: cinema, stay
/z/: zebra, zombie
/ ʃ/: shape, sugar




Phonemes in final position:
/s/: fireworks, address
/z/ final position: games, prize
/ʃ/ final position: Irish, brush
Sentence:
They show visitors the Statue of Liberty, the Empire State Building and other traditional landmarks.










Read these words out loud. Take your time and read them slowly.
1. Celebrity 2. Sharp
3. Amazing 4. Invitation
5. Bedrooms 6. Scary
7. Size 8. Friendship
9. Zoo 10. Bicycle
11. British 12. Bricks
13. Countryside 14. Ziggurat
15. Busy 16. Sure
17. Miss 18. Finish
Read this sentence out loud. Take your time and read it slowly
1. Large ships and boats pollute the oceans and seas.
b) Writing







Phonemes /s/, /z/ and /ʃ/
Key for test 2:













1. Large ships and boats pollute the oceans and seas.









(Evans and Dooley, 2015:112)
1. Look at these nouns, what do they all have in common?
Strawberries Grapes Watermelons Pears











5. Work in pairs. Listen to your partner reading the words and decide whether s/he 
reads A, B or C.
A /s/ B /ʃ/ C /z/
sip ship zip
Sue shoe zoo
sell shell -
sort short -
seat sheet -
parcel partial -
save shave -
6.
Recommendation National
Official Fish
Zero Zebra
Start Screen
Celebrate Cell
Shop Sheet
Sugar Restaurant
Motorcycle Visit
Cosy Freezing
Raincoats Waterfalls
Bikes Mountains
Farms English
Appendix III
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